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Abstract— Cloud computing is definitely a new technology which uses virtual machine as a substitute for physical machine to host, store and network multiple components. The increase in web traffic and different services are increasing everyday making load balancing. As cloud computing is growing rapidly and better users are attracted towards utility computing, better and fast service ought to be provided. For better management of available good load balancing techniques are required. Better load balancing in cloud, performance is increased and user gets better services.

Index Terms— Cloud Computing and Load Balancing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Load balancing is an even division of processing work between two or more computers and/or CPUs, network links, storage devices or other devices, ultimately delivering faster service with higher efficiency. Load balancing is accomplished through software, hardware or both, and it often uses multiple servers that appear to be a single computer system [17].

Goals of Load balancing as given in [16], the goals of load balancing are:
1. To improve the performance substantially.
2. Undertake a backup plan should the system fails even partially.
3. To retain the system stability.
4. To fit future modification inside system.

II. KINDS OF LOAD BALANCE ALGORITHM

Depending on who initiated accomplishing this, load balancing algorithms can constitute three categories as given in [16]:
1. Sender Initiated: If load balancing algorithm is initialized through the sender.
2. Receiver Initiated: If load balancing algorithm is initiated through the receiver.
3. Symmetric: It is the mixture of both sender initiated and receiver initiated.

Dependent upon the current state of your system, load balancing algorithms could be divided into two categories as given in [16]:
1. Static: It doesn’t depend around the current state of your system. Prior knowledge of your system should be applied.
2. Dynamic: Decisions on load balancing depend on current state of your system. No prior knowledge is needed. Then it provides multiple advances over static approach.
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Difference between static and dynamic load balancing:
- The most significant difference between static and dynamic LB is without needing to allocate idle resources for dynamic Load balancing. Resources are allocated when asked and released when no longer required. This minimizes expensive allocation of idle resources.
- Adding new instances into static load balance configuration requires some time to testing, but with dynamic load balance everything will be automatic.
- Manual mistakes can occur in static load balance but aren't present in dynamic load balancing.
- Environment change approvals are important from management to feature new instances into static environments yet not for dynamic environments.
- The challenge in developing applications is making them state agnostic. By creating applications that allow its sessions for being transferred derived from one of site to another provides for dynamic allocation.

III. LOAD BALANCING TECHNIQUES

A. Decentralized content aware [1]:
- It is just a Distributed computing environment.
- Works on the unique and special property (USP) of requests and computing nodes to help scheduler to find out the very best node for processing the requests.
- Uses this content information to narrow down the search.
- Advance the searching performance hence enhancing overall performance.
- Reduces idle time of the nodes.

**B. LB for Internet distributed services [2]:**
- It is just a Distributed web server's environment.
- Works on the protocol to limit redirection rates to avoid remote servers overloading.
- Works on the middleware to guide this protocol.
- Works on the heuristic to tolerate abrupt load Changes.
- Reduces service response times by redirecting requests to the closest servers without overloading them.
- Mean response time is 29% smaller than RR (Round Robin) and 31% smaller than SL (Smallest Latency).

**C. Join-Idle-Queue [3]:**
- It is just a Cloud data centers environment.
- First assigns idle processors to dispatchers for the availability of the idle processors at each dispatcher.
- Then assigns jobs to processors to reduce average queue length of jobs at each processor.
- Effectively reduces the machine load.
- Incurs no communication overhead at job arrivals.
- Doesn't increase actual response times.

**D. Lock-free multiprocessing [4]:**
- It is just a Multi-core environment.
- Runs multiple load-balancing processes in one load balancer.
- Improves overall performance of load balancer.

**E. Scheduling strategy on LB of VM resources [5]:**
- It is just a Cloud Computing environment.
- Uses Genetic algorithm, historical data and current state of system to achieve best load balancing and to reduce dynamic migration.
- Solves the problems of load imbalance and high migration cost.

**F. Central LB policy for VMs [6]:**
- It is really a Cloud Computing environment.
- Uses global state information to create load balancing decisions.
- Balances the strain evenly to enhance overall performance.
- Around 20% improvements in performance.
- Does not consider fault tolerance.

**G. LBVS: LB technique for Virtual Storage [7]:**
- It is really a Cloud Storage environment.
- Uses Fair-Share Replication strategy to reach Replica Load balancing module which in turn controls the access load balancing.
- Uses writing balancing algorithm to regulate data writing load balancing.
- Enhances flexibility and robustness.
- Provides large scale net data storage and storage as a service.

**H. Task Scheduling Centered on LB [8]:**
- It is really a Cloud Computing environment.
- First maps tasks to virtual machines and then virtual machines to host resources.
- Improves task response time.
- Improves resource utilization.

**I. Honeybee Foraging Behaviour [9]:**
- It is really a large scale Cloud Systems environment.
- Achieves global load balancing through local serve actions.
- Performs well as system diversity increases.
- Does not increase throughput as system size increases.

**J. Biased Random Sampling [9]:**
- It is really a large scale Cloud Systems environment.
- Achieves load balancing across all system nodes using random sampling of the system domain.
- Performs better with high and similar population of resources.
- Degrades as population diversity increases.

**K. Active Clustering [9]:**
- It is really a large scale Cloud systems environment.
- Optimizes job assignment by connecting similar services by local re-wiring.
- Performs better with high resources.
- Utilizes the increased system resources to improve throughput.
- Degrades as system diversity increases.

**L. ACCLB (Ant Colony and Complex Network Theory) [10]:**
- It is definitely an Open Cloud Computing Federation environment.
- Uses small-world and scale-free characteristics of complex network to achieve better load balancing.
- Overcomes heterogeneity.
- Adaptive to dynamic environments.
- Excellent in fault tolerance.
- Good scalability.

**M. Two-phase scheduling (OLB + LBMM) [11]:**
- It is just a Three-level Cloud Computing Network environment.
- Uses OLB (Opportunistic Load Balancing) to keep each node busy and uses LBMM (Load Balance Min-Min) to achieve the minimum execution time of every task.
- Efficient usage of resources.
- Enhances work efficiency.

**N. Event-driven [12]:**
- It is just a Massively Multiplayer Online Games environment.
- Uses complete capacity event as input, analyzes its components and generates the overall game session load balancing actions.
- Capable of scaling up and down a game title session on multiple resources based on the variable user load.
- Occasional QoS breaches only 0.66%.

**O. Carton (LB + DRL) [13]:**
- It is just a Unifying framework for cloud control environment.
- Uses Load balancing to minimize the associated cost and uses Distributed Rate Limiting for fair allocation of resources.
- Simple.
- Easy to implement.
- Really low computation and communication overhead.

**P. Compare and Balance [14]:**
- It is definitely an Intra-Cloud environment.
- Predicated on sampling.
- Uses adaptive live migration of virtual machines.
- Balances load amongst servers.
Reaches equilibrium fast.
Assures migration of VMs from high-cost physical hosts to low-cost host.
Assumption of having enough memory with each physical host.
It is just a Datacenters with integrated server and storage virtualization environment.
Uses dot product to tell apart node based on the item requirement.
Handles hierarchical and multidimensional resource constraints.
Removes overloads on server, switch and storage.

IV. CONCLUSION
An important purpose of load balancing is to fulfill the customer requirement by distributing load dynamically one of the nodes and to bring about maximum resource utilization by reassigning the entire load to individual node. We required of efficient load balancing algorithm for efficient by using resources. Future work specializes in the numerous load balancing algorithms and their applicability in cloud computing environment.
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